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Simulated beadlock rings 15

15 wheel application with black finish. 16 wheel application also available. Red finish also available.. Easy installation. Sure talk. 16 hexagon bolt rivet design.. Street legal.. The ring snaps on any wheel that has a concave outer lip as on a steel wheel. Note: Simulated Beadlocks do not fit on a factory alloy Jeep wheels..
IN STOCK – Comes in sets of 4.. ›See more product details. Customize your wheels to give the extreme off-road look! Our snap-on simulated beadlock rings look like the real thing. It the ring clicks on any wheel that has a concave outer lip that on a the steel wheel. With 16 hexagonal rivets to provide a truly authentic



beadlock style. Four rings to a set. Show more Emergency vehicles marked We have the entire collection from Jeep to Lobster recovery vehicle decals. 15 wheel application with black finish. 16 wheel application also available. Red finish also available.. Easy installation. Sure talk. 16 hexagon bolt rivet design.. Street
legal.. The ring snaps on any wheel that has a concave outer lip as on a steel wheel. Note: Simulated Beadlocks do not fit on a factory alloy Jeep wheels.. IN STOCK – Comes in sets of 4.. ›See more product details. Customize your wheels to give the extreme off-road look! Our snap-on simulated beadlock rings look like
the real thing. It the ring clicks on any wheel that has a concave outer lip that on a the steel wheel. With 16 hexagonal rivets to provide a truly authentic beadlock style. Four rings to a set. Show more Customize your wheels to give the extreme off-road look! Our snap-on simulated beadlock rings look like the real thing.
The ring snaps on any wheel that has a concave outer lip as on a steel wheel. With 16 hexagonal rivets to give a truly authentic beadlock style. Four rings to a set. Note: Simulated Beadlocks do not fit on a jeep wheel for factory alloy. 15 or 16 wheel applications. Black or Red color finish. Easy installation. Sure talk. Street
legal. 16 hexagonal rivet designs. Available in sets of four. Can be spray-painted! Customer questions: Will the 15 simulated pearl lock rings work on these reels? The best way to answer is to ask you, can you snap-on a hubcap at the wheel? Our simulated beadlock rings mount pretty much the same way.
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